Dunkeld Deer Management Forum Minute
7th Nov 2018, 10.00 am Birnam Institute.

Attendees: see Appendix 1

1

Introductions and Overview,

,

Stuart Paton (Chair) welcomed all attendees, a commemoration to
Simon Pepper OBE was given by Stuart, Raymond Simpson also added a few
words, recognising Simon’s contribution to both the forum and his further
works with various deer mgt groups and government.
2

Returns forms, risk assessment and cull figures.
A feedback session detailed our cull figures for 2016/2017 and to date
2017/2018 numbers. There is an increasing cull taking place year on year
rising from 887 to a planned 1035. All cull returns have not been returned
(around 60% return), but indications are that this figure will be exceeded.
Discussion took place around deer density, and the effectiveness of
culling effort. Cull numbers are at 10 animals culled per sq km. Discussion
around what the population density is took place with differing views of how to
achieve this, thermal vision counting, dung counting, herbivore impact
assessments or by theoretical modelling of the cull.
Discussion around road traffic accidents took place with Police
Scotland providing figures for the previous five years, based on carcasse
uplifts on the A9 and also trunk roads over Scotland. This data is a good
indicator and group discussion took place around how we get accurate data.
Year

Number carcasse uplifted
A 9 Trunk

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018 (6 month data)

8
12
13
8
18
15

Number carcasse
uplifted Scotland
Trunk Rds
276
243
267
194
204
91
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Deer Management planning was discussed and for the forum there
was differing views regarding planning and who does it. The forum numbers
that we have for cull are a basic indicator, but some direction needs to be
found for overall and collaborative planning.

ACTION: Determine a way forward in how to assess the deer population with cost
against benefit for each method. Core Group
ACTION: Determine a way of measuring road traffic collisions, Perth and Kinross for
side roads and possibly the Insurance Association for the general postcode around
Dunkeld.
Core Group
ACTION: Raise issue with Perth and Kinross regards signage on hot spot areas for
RTC’s.
Chairman
ACTION: Determine a deer mgt planning strategy for the forum.
Core Group
3

I Hope, Wildlife Manager, SNH.
SNH perspective on Dunkeld Deer Management Forum.
Iain gave an informative presentation on SNH and their responsibilities.
Key points being collaboration within a group to manage deer numbers is the
best outcome, but legislation does sit behind this to ensure deer mgt planning
and culling is carried out effectively.
Iain indicated a few areas that the forum needs to address and these
will be taken as actions to the steering group.
Iain covered the checking of deer management effectiveness and that
in 2019 there will be a full review and audit of Deer Mgt Groups and inclusion
of any Deer forums in some way. This will be reported to government to
determine effectiveness of controls on deer management in Scotland.
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Iain mentioned the lowland deer panel which Simon Pepper had led,
which may align to some extent with the Dunkeld forum as we have a mainly
forested environment, this was to report back 2019.
Iain identified three key areas for the forum,
Deer road traffic collisions, increasing.
Fallow population, a significant cull is reqd to control population.
Who is going to do what ?

ACTION: Determine where the Dunkeld forum scores against
measures used in 2018 for effectiveness of forum. Core Group
ACTION: Ensure landowners are aware of the legislative reqts and the
governmental actions on going. Core Group
ACTION: Review Iains key points. Core Group

3

Richard Hammock, Chair of the Howe of Alford Wildlife Management Forum.
Overview of Howe of Alford Wildlife Management Forum.

Richard gave a very informative talk on the Howe of Alford Wildlife
Management forum was formed and operates. The operation of the group is
a core working group reporting to the forum on a regular basis.
Richard described the immigration of red deer to the area and the
issues regarding crop damage. Richard described collaborative culling effort
and working together to achieve their aims.
Richard described the group as a wildlife forum, although predominant
issues with deer are the current issue, all wildlife issues are taken in to
consideration.
ACTION: Review the Howe of Alford group constitution.
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Core Group

4

Individual stakeholders open forum - round table.

A round table discussion took place with various items being raised with each
stakeholder.
Browse levels in woodland at a high level.
Deer visible in Dunkeld although qualified with deer have been visible in Dunkeld for
many years.
Browse on gardens in Dunkeld area.
Culling levels established through monitoring herbivore impacts.
Incremental culling being ineffective.
Indiscriminate culling off high numbers being unacceptable to sporting tenants.
Boundaries with South Perthshire Group are still unresolved in the West of our
boundary.
Do we have details of all forum range, stakeholders and their aims.
How regular does the group meet and is there adequate representation from
landowners, understanding of our aims is essential.
ACTION: Steering group currently only actively three people, a core group needs
established with key group representatives from the stakeholders. Core Group
ACTION: Share the aims of each stakeholder and their assessment of current
position. (see appendix 2)
ACTION: Determine cull level and any common aims, which can be accepted and
implemented. Core Group
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5

AOB.
Kelsey Wilson, PhD Student.
Outline of study on beaver and deer interaction

Kelsey outlined her study on beaver and deer interactions, describing her
methodology and requirement for study areas and possible exclusion sites (10m sq
plots). There was some positive feedback for Kelsey and her e mail address is
available if you can assist in her studies. (contact ddmfsecretary@aol.com)

Next Meeting will be steering group in January 2019. Date t.b.a.
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Appendix 1

Attendees 7th Nov 2018
Community Council Chair, Stuart Paton(ddmf chair) .
Atholl Estates:Manager: Julian Clarke.
Forest Manager Atholl Estates: Malcolm Whyte.
HRW Ian Carmichael.
Steering Group, Raymond Simpson.
Dunkeld House Hotel, Douglas Reader .
Forestry Commission Scotland, Scott Ferguson, John Montgomery .
Police Scotland Traffic PC Neil Drummond.
Remony and South Perthshire DMG, James Duncan Miller.
Scottish Wildlife Trust , Rab Potter, Sarah Rasmussen.
SNH, Iain Hope.
Strutt and Parker, Michael Laing .
Strathcaulaid, Douglas Campbell.
Chair Deer Forum Richard Hammock.
Student PhD Beavers Kelsey Wilson.
Local resident and Ecologist, Adrian Davis.
Ballindrum Woodlands, Ian Davidson.
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Aims and risk assessment for stakeholders. (Where stakeholder name is not
coloured green a risk assessment update for 2018 is required)
RED

Requires action and no plan currently in place

AMBER Action required and plan in place

GREEN

In Control

Estate / Organisation

Planned Cull Outcome

Critical Perf Measures

Status

Critical Perf Measures

Status

Critical Perf
Measures

Status

Critical Perf
Measures

Status

Critical Perf
Measures

Status

Atholl Estates

Fallow reduce overrall density to reduce
grazing damage Roe Maintain current
density no increas Red Zero tolerance

Level of Tree damage in
restock areas

A

Reduce overrall grazing level

A

Bark Stripping

A

Mature
animals visible
for clients in
specific areas

G

Reduce
damagefrom
neighbourig
stakeholders
Golf Course and
SWT

A

Atholl (Dalmarnock)
Atholl (Rotmell Farm)
Atholl (Tulliemet)
Cardney Estate

Included in Atholl
Included in Atholl
Included in Atholl
Achieve mature herd

Mature bucks available to
shoot

G

Mature females available to
shoot L2 training

G

Control female Popn

G

Maintain
Suitable
woodland for
stalking

G

Cardney House

Reduce Shrub / plant damage

To reduce damage to shrubs
and rare plants

A

G

Community Council

Reduce local deer damge hot spots but Reduce damage to gardens
maintain visible deer for tourism
crops woodland golf course
reduce damage to fence
walls and hedgerows

A

after reduction in 2016 requires
consistent pressure to move
deer on
Mature animals visible to
tourists

Reduce risk of deer
collisions on roads

A

Reduce
numbers in
village and
satisfy resident
concerns

R

Narnia

Reduce Shrub damage
To reduce damage to shrubs
and rare plants
To manage deer population to a density To manage risk assessment
that brings a status quo to all the DDMF process to move towards a
diverse requirements
majority Green situation

A

No loss of deer due to bad
winter
To provide information to
DDMF members and Public and
meet SNH expectations for the
DDMF area

G
To ensure culling
activity is controlled
with regard to
current best practice,
training and
competence .

G

Ensure Deer
welfare is not
compromised

G

to shoot enough deer to
strengthen herd but have deer
available to view by public as
an attraction
To ensure favourable
conditions across all habitats.

G

Reduce leader
damage to less than
10%

A

Deer control
carried out to
highest
standards

G

Strategic deer
fencing used and
maintained

G

level of damage silage and
grazing
consistent pressure and
collective effort

A

Monitor deer population and
increase cull if necessary

G

DDMF

Dungarthill

To protect ground crop

Dunkeld House Hotel

Reduce Overall numbers

Forestry Comm

Reduce overrall numbers

A

Minimise damage to game
crop and grazing
To reduce deer population

G

Manage commercial
forestry efficiently

G

A

Letters Farm

Minimise deer numbers

level of crop damage cereal

A

Lowes Farm

Reduce Overall numbers

A

Meanher,Newtyle Hill

Maintain Current Low Level of deer
density

Deer damaging plans shrubs
on property and around SSSi
Loch Lowes
Regeneration of softwoods
and native hardwoods

Woodland protection

G

Murthly Strathbraan Est

Maintain current cull level, to increase
when re stocking next year

National Trust Land
Police Scotland
Reimore

Not Known
Reduce RTA,s
No Return

Scot Wildlife Trust
Silverside, Newtyle Hill

Reduce overral numbers to reduce
browse in woodlands
No return

Beaver activity remains high
on the river Tay. Although
this in itself is not a
problem, if there are high
deer numbers and
increased foraging on the
river banks this would limit
tree regeneration in these
areas. Continue monitoring
deer and beaver activity
riverbanks and raise
awareness of the issue with
other stakeholders and the
public.
Number of RTA,s

G

G

G

A

G

G
A

Evidence of tree damage from
eating and scraping by deer on
Stanley hill (dunkeld)suspected to be from the large
fallow herd. Herd seems to
have been reduced since last
year. Continued monitoring of
the group in this area and
efforts to keep the number at
this level-Not full eradication as
the public like to see the herd
from the hill
Number call outs Deer related

A
A

General browse of herb
layer

R

Mature animals visible for
visitors

G

A
G

Mature animals visible for
clients
Reduced browse in SSSI

G
A

G

Snaigow
SNH

No return
assumed risk assess
Reduce Overall numbers

General browse of herb
layer
Local Deer Forum in Place

Stenton

Reduce total deer populaion

Woodland protection

Critical
Perf
Measures
Number of
RTA's

Status

A

maintain visible
presence deer
tourism and
sporting
neighbours

G

